DEPARTMENT of ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AND SAFETY

Approved Vendors for Food Service Events

COLLEGE AVE CAFÉ-DAVIE
COSTCO-ALL LOCATIONS
DUFFY’S-DEERFIELD
DUNKIN DONUTS-ALL LOCATIONS
FARMERS TABLE-BOCA
FITLIFE FOODS-BOCA
HOUSE OF CHEUNG LLC -BOCA
JUPITER DONUT CO.-EAST BOCA
LIME FRESH MEXICAN GRILL-PLANTATION
LOUIE BOSSI-BOCA
MINI DONUT WORLD -COOPER CITY
PANERA BREAD-DAVIE
PANERA BREAD-BOCA TOWN CENTER
PANDA EXPRESS-DAVIE
PLATINUM CATERERS-DESTINATION EVENTS FLORIDA LLC DBA SOUTH FLORIDA EVENTS-COCONUT CREEK
PUBLIX-ALL LOCATIONS
ROCCO’S TACO-BOCA
RUBY TUESDAY’S-DEERFIELD
TARGET-ALL LOCATIONS
TROPICAL SMOOTHIE CAFÉ -DAVIE
WALMART-ALL LOCATIONS

Notes:
1. Known food companies such as Publix, Walmart, Target, Costco, etc., do not require proof of license.
2. If they are catering on campus they will need to provide a COI with FAU listed as certificate holder.
3. Catering on Campus events will require COI and License from food company.
4. Food being picked up for an event will require License from food company.